
Cnr"npreheftsive sE Solutions

Every embedded system, sub-system or module needs to be
tested to various degree independently, before being deployed
for field installation / integrated with other entities.After basic
testing in the design and development phase is completed,
there is a need to test the unit as a black box, by feeding
simulated input signals and monitoring the output signals for
verifyi ng expected behavio r.

Test systems designed for specific testing needs of embedded
units may be of different types:

e PC basedTest Systems

o EmbeddedTest Systems with PC connectivity

e StandaloneTestJigs

ln general,the test iigs provide a set of input signals to the Unit
UnderTest (UUT), as per specifications.,thereby simulating the
field signals / environment.The output signals provided by the
UUT are monitored by the Test Jig, and compared with
predetermined / expected values,with suitab!e tolerance.

Sigma has designed, configured, manufactured and deployed
various types of test systems to address specific testing needs
of various embedded units.

PC basedTest Systems

PC based systems typically employ a set of add-on cards,which
provide the'required signals (typically analog, discrete and
pulse).These signals are fed to the UUT, Similarly,signals from
the UUT are also monitored by connecting them to suitable
PC add-on cards.

This approach of testing may be carried out either using the



Configuring a test system, besides the selection of the platform
and overall configuration, involves the selection of individual
boards:

I . COTS / custom-designed boards:The core boards i. e. CPU
module and backplane would invariably be COTS boards.

2. Add-on cards may also be COTS, if it is one-time
requirement, and a suitable configuration is readily available.
This helps in cutting down the lead-time. Another important
factor is the availability of device drivers and software suppont

Occasionally, it is necessary to design and develop add-on
cards, when a suitable configuration is not readif available, or
where long-term support is needed. The main add-on cards
provide standard range of l/O signals, which may need further
signa!-conditioning,to be able to interface with the UUT.

3. Signal conditioning cards are invariably custom-designed,
being specific to each project.

PC based Test System offers the following distinct
advantages:

e Automation: Tests can be automated to a large extent,
thereby minimizing human intervention. This facilitates
testing with large data sets and testing over long times (for
endurance tests, burn-in tests, environmental tests),
without sl<ipping tests or tal<ing short-cuts

o Flexibility: A variety of test approaches can be taken,
allowing for automated tests with multiple data sets, and
also for more close monitoring in manual modes

. Data Logging:Test results may be logged and printed,so that
it can used for detailed analysis and an nexed to test
summaries.

c Ease of hardware support and upgradation I maintenance:
PC based systems may be upgraded to more powerful
configurations,with minor software changes, if any

c Ease of software development and maintenance: Since the
PC offers a more friendly and familiar environment,
software may be more easily developed and deployed.
Several standard data acquisition I monitoring software
packages may also be used, which permits developing test
suites with simple scripting languages.

Software solutions for PC basedTest System include:
Custom-sofiEware: This approach involves developing the
software, which is completely customized and tailor-made for
the specific needs.The development is usually done, usingVisual
C++ on MS-Windows platform.Alternatively, solutions can be
also be provided on Linux environment.The software is usually
fully GU! based and menu-driven, with extensive usage of
ActiveX controls / widgets to represent familiar objects like
switches, knobs, meters, LED's and such others. This gives a
'soft'control panel look to the test operator, easing the
Iearning curve.The advantage of this approach is that it is totally
tailor-made and suits specific needs.The disadvantage is that it
needs more development time and effort

Standard software packages:The other approach is to use
standard data acquisition / instrumentation software pacl<age,
which provides out-of-box support for a large number of
standard cards. This enables developing test suites, using
scripting languages. The main advantage is lhe ease of

development, while the disadvantages are that it is more
generic. Support for custom developed boards is also an issue.
Cost of the standard pacl<age is also another important factor
to consider.

Sigma can pnovide solutions on both approaches.

EmbeddedTest Systeffi s,with PC connectivity
Certain applications need to use an embedded test system for
reasons lil<e portability, signal timiflgs, power consumption and
such other factors. Such test systems usually comprise of an
embedded processor-based board, with custom test software.
The test system then simulates the l/O signals for the UUT.

The test system usually initiates tests, under the supervisory
control of a PC host.Test inputs and results may be transferred
between the PC host and the embedded test system. Usually
these type of test system features some basic local display and
control, so that limited tests may be carried out without PC
connectrvrty.

StandaloneTest J igs

Standalone test jigs are used for basic testing, using local
controls like potentiometers, panel meters, switches, LED's
an d test- poi nts.Th ese j igs are typ ical ly n on - i ntel I igent, low-cost
and usually reant for simulating and monitoring simple signals.
It is quite suited for board-level testing and basic trouble-
shooti ng I debugging, and usually very economical and cost-
effective.

SUPPORT
Long-term support of Test Systems is an important factor, as

we need to tal<e into account the support path, vis-a-vis the
obsolescence factor. ln case of PC based platforms, it is possible
to upgrade to higher processor modules, while retaining the
same configuration for the rest of the system, with minor
software changes, if any. However, engineering constraints lil<e

thermal dissipation needs to be addressed. While designing
custom boards, we exercise caution such as component
availability period, availability from multiple manufacturers I
sou rces, and such other factors.

Some of the Test Systems designed, configured, manufactured,
supplied and commissioned by Sigma include:

S. No. TestJig Configuration
I . Test Rig for SSFDR - Jaguar Compact PCI

2. Test Rig for SSFDR UT Compacr PCI

3. Test Rig for SSFDR ALH Compacr PCI

4. TACAN Simulator lndustrial PC

5" INCOM Simulator Desl<top PC

6. PD-Word Simulator . lndustrial PC

Above PC based Test systems feature a combination of COTS
boards, custom designed add-on cards and signal-conditioning
cards. Test software is custom-developed with GUI and
ActiveX controls, on MS Windows platform. Test softwane is
provided with fully lV&V certification, with fully-fledged
software documentation and exhaustive test reports. Test
systems are cleared by respective certification agencies,
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